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v The ability to optimize sparse logical models, 
such as decision trees, is one of 10 grand 

challenges in interpretable machine learning4. 

Interpretability-Performance 
Tradeoff

DDTs5,6,7 models have been trained 
for discrete action spaces in the past 
• Via supervised learning by Suarez 

and Lutzsko and Paleja et al, 
• Via Reinforcement learning by 

Silva et al 

Once DDT parameters have been 
inferred, prior work, applied a post-
hoc crispification6,7 consisting of 
several argument max operations to 
produce an interpretable model.

• Interpretable policies can support situational awareness1, build
trust2, and ensure safety3

• In safety-critical and legally-regulated domains, insight into a
machine’s decision-making process is of utmost importance.

• DDT models in the past have been unable to handle continuous 
action-spaces. 

• Interpretable models generated via post-hoc crispification are not 
representative of the model learned via Reinforcement Learning

Results

Translates a fuzzy decision node to be 
conditioned upon a single feature. 
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We present a framework to allow for interpretable 
reinforcement learning in continuous action 

spaces, addressing one of the grand challenges for 
interpretable ML by providing a technique for 
direct optimization for sparse, logical models.

Figure 2. A depiction of our ICCT in its form during training (left) alongside its conversion 
to an interpretable form (right). 

We conduct an ablation to look at the interpretability-performance 
tradeoff of our ICCTs, assessing the change in performance as we 
vary the number of leaves in our tree and varying the number of 

active features in our leaf controllers.

The Pareto-Efficiency curves provides insight into the 
interpretability-performance tradeoff for ICCT tree depth.
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Figure 1. An autonomous vehicle control pipeline. The use of black-box 
models as a decision-making function does not permit inspection or 

verification by human operators. It is instead better to utilize white-box 
approaches that permit insight into a decision-making model. 

• ICCTs 
• Extend DDTs to continuous action-spaces by maintaining sparse linear controllers at the leaves. 

Sparsity can be tuned to go from a simple tree with scalar leaves to a multivariate linear controller.
• Utilize a novel differentiable crispification mechanism directly optimize over a sparse decision-tree 

representation. Due to this, the interpretable model is consistent with the model being trained.

Decision Node Crispification

Decision Outcome Crispification

Sparse Linear Leaf Controllers

Translates the intermediate decision node 
representation to output a Boolean. 

Algorithm to maintain gradients in gradient-
diminishing operations via the straight-through trick 

• Lakkaraju et al.8 states that decision trees are interpretable because of 
their simplicity and that there is a cognitive limit on how complex a 
model can be while also being understandable.

• Our model architecture allows us to study the tradeoff in 
interpretability and performance.
• In Lunar Lander, we find as model complexity increases, there is a 

slight gain in performance and a large decrease in interpretability.

Figure 3. ICCTs controlling a vehicle in a 14-car physical robot 
demonstration within a Figure-8 traffic scenario.
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Translates leaf nodes to condition upon 
only 𝑒 features. 

Gradient-based approaches in reinforcement learning 
(RL) have achieved tremendous success in learning 
policies for continuous control problems. While the 

performance of these approaches enables real-world 
adoption, these policies lack interpretability, limiting 

deployability in the safety-critical and legally-regulated 
domains like autonomous driving.
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